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Let k be a commutative field and let A,(k) = k[X, 81 be the Weyl algebra with 
generators X and 8 and relation 8X - Xa = 1. This is a left and right 
Noetherian ring with left and right Krull dimension and global dimension all 
equal to 1, for k a field of characteristic 0. In this case it is also well-known that 
every left ideal admits at most 2 generators. If the characteristic of k is p > 0, 
however, all the dimensions equal 2 and there is no uniform bound to the number 
of generators of a left ideal. 
Now A, has a natural increasing filtration foIlowing the a-degree with F, = 
{p, + ..e + pn P;p, E k[X’l} and the associated graded ring gr(A,) = 
J&>nFn/Fn-l is isomorphic to k[X, Y], the polynomial ring in two variables. 
Also if a is a left ideal, there is an induced filtration a, = F, n a on Q and 
gr(a) = JJ,>a ~,/a,-, is a homogeneous ideal in k[X, Y] (graded following the 
degree in Y). It is easy to see that it is possible to write 
gr(a) = JJ &Y”, 
9Qn 
where I, is the set of all p in k[X] such that there is some pan + ... + p, 
belonging to a. Thus the I, form an increasing sequence of ideals in k[X]. 
This paper is mainly devoted to determining the image of gr, i.e., to finding 
the homogeneous ideals in k[X, Y] which are of the form gr(a) for some left ideal 
a. With the exception of Section 4 k is supposed to be of characteristic zero and 
aZgeb~&aZZy closed (although this latter condition is not always necessary for the 
results obtained). Section 1 gives an easily proved necessary condition and goes 
on with some technical results. In Section 2 all scquenccs I, , n > v of the form 
1% = (X7cs) and such that JJ,+, I%Y” = gr(a) for some a are determined. In 
Section 3 the problem is completely solved for k algebraically closed of charac- 
teristic zero. The Section 4 is a digression to some other fields with the same 
results remaining true for characteristic zero but in the characteristic p > 0 
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case things are much more difficult and obscure. In Section 5 finally I determine 
the effect of gr on inclusions of left ideals in the “local case”, i.e., 1 5nd the 
1 = u (Xk*)Yn, J = JJ (Xmn)Yn such that I = gr(a), J = gr(b), and 
for some left ideals a and b. I end up with some conjectures and problems to be 
studied. 
I. SOME TECHNICAL RESULTS 
First of a!1 note that every cyclic (homogeneous) ideal (fY%) with f E k[,Xj is 
in the image of gr; we have in fact (f Yn) = gr(A,f@>. Next we have a very weak 
necessary condition which comes from [2]. 
PRoPosITIoN 1. If I = gr(a) and P, Q E 4, then 
Proof. One reduces easily to the case when 1” and are homogeneous of 
the form f(X)Y” and g(X)Y”, respectively. Choose representatives a and b in 
a and form a& - bn E Q and which has (nfg’ - ~jgf’) LW’nl-B as the term of 
highest degree. 
Remark 3. It suffices to verify this condition for P and generators of 1 and 
it is empty if 1, = 0. It is not sufficient even if& # 0 as Theorem 2 will show. 
But it is easy to give an example already: e.g., IO = (X2), Ii = (X), I2 = (I). 
&ma& 2. [ , ] is called the Poisson bracket and can be generalized to arbitrary 
n such that, with the total operator degree, gr(a) is always closed under it. In 
[2] it is conjectured tbat dgr(a) is also closed under the Poisson bracket. It 
will be shown Later (Sections 2 and 3) that this is true in the case n = 1. 
There is an initial and very slight difhculty in finding explicitly a noncyclic 
ieft ideal in ipI . This is related to the conjecture that “miost”’ elements generate 
maximal ideals (cf. end of Section 5). Hence H first prove a lemma which gives 
an abundance of examples and which will be widely used in all constructions to 
foilow. It also shows in these cases how a reduction to two generators is possible. 
LEMMA I. Let ai ) i = m, m + l,...) n be elements ilz A, such that 
3% = f&l%+1 , (1) 
w.bfe fG E k[ .Let 
ai =gizai+gii_lai-l+...+gio, (2) 
where gij E k[X] and gii # 0. Let a = (a;, , a,). Therz all mi E Q and gr(ca) = 
i>,L(g,JYi, where gii = g,, fey i > n. 
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Proof. Note first that /3 E a may be written 
n-1 
(3) 
with all h, E K[XJ and p E A, . This follows from (1) by induction over the degree 
of /3. Especially if degree (p) = j < n, then b = 0 and h, = 0 for i > j and 
hj f 0 and the leading coefficient of /3 (the coefficient of the term of highest 
a-degree) is equal to hjgjj E (gjj). If the degree of 6 = j > n, then fl # 0 and 
again the leading coefficient of /3 E (gn,J. Thus letting gr(a) = u, I,Yn we 
have shown (gii) 3 Ii . Moreover 1- = ui Ii = (grin)). It remains to prove that 
all 01, E a for that would give gii E Ii . To see this define a’ = (a, , e++r ,..., ol,). 
Again by (1) and induction an arbitrary element in a’ may be written in form (3) 
Again if we let gr(a’) = ui IjYi, then 1: = (g%,J and since a C a’ and the both 
left ideals have the same 1W and d(l) (= 1 eas z such that Ii # 0), they are equal t .
by Lemma 1.2 of [l]. 
Next I introduce a convenient auxiliary function measuring the “content” 
of elements in A, . Recall that if f is an irreducible element in K[X] and g E K[X] 
is an arbitrary element #O, then the f-content of g (xf(g)) is defined to be the 
largest integer n such that g may be written g = f”h. 
DEFINITION. Let f E K[X] be irreducible and 01 = C qz ai be a nonzero 
element in A, . Then ~~(a) is defined to be mini ~~(4%). The following lemma 
is never used but gives together with Remark 1 the intutitive background to the 
whole paper. It would also alone suffice to prove Theorem 2 in the special case 
when I, # 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let the degree off be = 1 and let X~(CX) > 0. Then x~(&) = 
X44 - 1. 
Proof. & = c&1 + 4;) ai and xj(d) 3 x&J - 1 imply immediately 
XfGw 2 Xf(4 - 1. 
For the converse suppose that x~(&) = n. Then it is possible to write 
qiwl + qi’ = h,f”, i = 0, l,..., mfl, where m=degol and qW1=O. By 
integrating these successively for i = 0, I,... one obtains 
40 = gof 9X+1 + co 7 
q1 = g,f *+l - cox + c, , 
pm =gmfn+l + (-l)“ZCoX”/m! + ..* + C,. 
Now if ~~(a) > 0 then all Ci are necessarily = 0 so ~~(a) 3 n + 1. 
Remark 1. If ~~(a) = 0, then xl(&) can be arbitrarily large. But this involves 
conditions on the coefficients of 01, later on appearing as critical points (cf. 
Section 2). 
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Remark 2. Note that degree f = 1 is essential. For if k = 
and q = -F/3 + X + C (C # 0), then xf(q) = 0 and 
enlarged lemma to any .k of char 0 would not hold for deg f > 1). 
Remark 3. That k is algebraically closed is not essential. That k is of char 
however, is. a = Xp(l + X) shows this over a field of char p > 0. Eere a~ =- 
Xp(I + X)3 t (p + 1)XP and xx(a) = xx(&) = $~ This is one of the facts 
that make the characteristic p case so complicated (see Section 4). 
Last in this section comes a very technical lemma, the reading of which can be 
postponed until sufficient motivation is present. It is roughly speaking at the 
bottom of everything and concerns the existence of solutions of certain systems 
of linear equations that appear with great frequency. 
LEMMA 3. Let avv ,..., a,, be arbitrary elements ils k, Lt c be a nonzero element 
iv. k, and lef kij be irttegers > 0 for i > v and 0 < j < i. 13eJh.e ivzductizely 
for i > Y and 0 < j < i, where ai, = 0 and ktj = 0 by de@lion $ j > i or 
j < 0. Thiigizes ai as a linear combination of the aut , t = O,..., v and tkef~nctio~a~ 
detwminan f 
has a meaning. 
(a) Ifp”pl<...<p,,i,~i,,(...~i,andi,-jj,>E,--j,>...>i,-,j,, 
then thefunctiovaal determinant (1) is = McN, where M is a nonnegative ivzteger avzd 
.N=~&-jj,-+-pp,. 
(b) If,moveovev,pi=j-l,j=I,...,r~~+landi,~-j,>v--r, 
then M > 0 avzd in particular the functional determinant (1) is viovzzer’o. 
Proof. By induction over i, . Let first i, = v. Then ZJ - j, > i2 - j, > 
givesj, < j, < ... j, and 
1 if and only if j, = ps for ail s 
0 otherwise. 
Especially if i, -jr > v - T, thenj, < Y which forcesj, = pS = s - 1 for all s. 
This also gives (b) for i, = v. 
Let now i > v and suppose the lemma is true for all sequences ps ) i, , and j, 
which satisfy the conditions of (a) and such that i, < i. Suppose also that (b) 
is true in the corresponding special cases. Next suppose that im-l < i, = 1.. = 
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i, = i + 1 for some 1 < m < r and substitute a,+rj = u,~~-, + cki3pijg in the 
calculation of the functional determinant. This gives’ 
where S varies over the subsets of m, m + l,..., T and j: = j, if s E S and 
jl = j, - 1 otherwise and j S j d enotes the number of elements in S (cl”1 = 1 by 
definition if S is empty). 
Let us first verify that all new sequences of pairs (il , jr),..., (i, j:) may be 
supposed to have strictly decreasing differences i - j. But this is immediate: 
and 
i-j; <i-j,+ 1 =i,-j, <i,-l-j,-, 
i-j~-(i-j~+l)=j~+l-j~~js+l-l-j,~O 
with equality if and only if j,‘+l = ji . But then the corresponding determinant = 
0 for it has two identical rows. In all other cases when ji,, is always different from 
j: the conditions of (a) are satisfied. Thus by the iduction hypothesis all the 
functional determinants in the right member have the form MScNs with MS > 0 
and N, = Cl”=;’ i, - j, - v + pt + xi=, i -j: - Y + ps . One verifies that 
N, + j S 1 = N (defined in (a)) for all S and since all kij are positive, (2) gives (a). 
To prove (b) finally it is sufficient to find one functional determinant in the right 
member of (2) that has MS > 0. Ifj, = 0, then S = ,@ will do (i.e., ji = j, - 1, 
s=m ,..., r).Ifj,#O,letS={s~j,=s-mm).Thenifr$S,wehavei,-jj,= 
i+1-jj,=i-(j,-l)=i-jj:.soi,-j,>v-rimpliesthati-jj:.> 
Y - Y, and one is still within the conditions of (b). But if Y E S, i.e., j,. = Y - m, 
theni-jj:=i-y+m>i--r>v-r. Q.E.D. 
2. THE LOCAL CASE 
By the “local case” I understand the case when all I, are generated by powers 
of some irreducible polynomial in k[Xl, which since k is algebraically closed can 
be supposed to be = X (this is seen by a simple “change of coordinates” 
X’ = X - a, a’ = 3 in A, , every irreducible being of the form X - u). The 
local case for k not necessarily algebraically closed will be treated in Section 4. If 
one wishes, the base ring k[X] may be replaced by k[X](,, or even k[[XJ]. In 
the latter cases the problem is in fact the whole problem and the middle case 
justifies the name “local”. The proof is the same. 
THEOREM 1. Let a C A, be a Zeft ideal such that gr(a) = ~,>,(X7c~)Yi with 
4 2 k,+l b . ..andp =limki. Then 
k >+u G v + P- 
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PYOO$ Choose 01~ E a with a-degree = i and leading coefficient Xki, thus 
a, = CSzo qtj 8, qzi = Xki. Let mi = x(qyj) and K = min,(mj + v - j> and put 
kEi=k,-i+j+K-kK, 0 < j 6 i, i > I/. 
Finally define btj ,0 < j < i, i > v by 
qij = .&@I + y,)jpiJ+l, (i) 
where b,, = 0 if kit < 0. 
Remark. Ifmj+v-j=K,thenk, =k,-v+j+mj+v--j-k” = 
x(qyj) so b,$ # 0. As we have the first equality for some j by definition of K we 
also have some 5,, # 0: which will be very important in the sequel. Note also 
that K < m, + Y - v = x(qyV) = k, . Th ese “‘coefficients of the lowest degree” 
b,, together with the integers ki, and the relations connecting them in Lemma 4(b) 
are all that is needed. But first we must verify that they exist. 
~EMMX 4. (a) x(qij> > ktj so the b,, are well-defined by (I). 
(b) bij = b,_lj_l f k,_ljbi_lj i > Y, 0 ~j ~ i (~otth b,j =O isj > i OY j < 0). 
ProDJ. First one has to establish the existence of k,, E k[X] such that 
But (2) follows from the two facts that a-degree (X+-Li+lai--i - Zai) is <; and 
that if p E a with a-degree <i, then ,/3 = xJGi k,ol, , the latter formula being 
easily proved by induction over i (cf. the proof of Lemma 1). 
(a) is now proved by induction over i. First let i = v. Then 
kVj ==kV-v+j+K-kK, <j-v+v-j$x(qVj) =x(qy3j, 
i.e., (a) is just the detiinition of K, 
Suppose next that i > v and that (a) is true for i’ < i. From (2) fohows by 
identification of coefficients 
2 
Xk*-k*+lqi+lj = qij-1 + q;, f (2’) 
s=v 
The induction hypothesis now gives that 
X(X’S--kl+lqi+lj) >, min(k+r , k,, - 1, ~(h;+rJ + k,j), s = v,..., E. 
But kii decreases with increasing i, so k,, >, ksi for s ,< i, and so the minim~nn = 
ki, - Y (=k+& One concludes that 
~(qi+lj)>,k,-~+j-l~K-~k,-kki+k,,,=k,+,j. 
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The proof of(b) is now a simple identification of the terms of the lowest degree 
in (2’), i.e., the coefficients of Xlic,-l. These are found to be bi+,j and &j-r + k&f 
respectively. Q.E.D. 
The attention is now concentrated completely on the system {kij). Here 
Fig. 1 might be of some help. Call (i, j) a critical point if i = v and k,j < 0, if 
i=j,k,,<Oandk,_,,_,~Oorifi>v,i>j,k~~<Oa~dk~~~~>O. 
V hjl) 
FIGURE 1 
Now roughly speaking the different critical points play the part of independent 
relations so there must not be too many of them (not more than the number of 
variables which is v). 
LEMMA 5. (a) If (i, j) is a critical point, then all kirj, are > 0 for j’ ,< j and 
if-j’ <i-j. 
(b) The criticalpoints may be ordered (il , j,), (iz , j,),... so that il < i, < ... 
and i1 - j, > iz - j, > ... . 
(c) If k,, > v + pL, then there aye v + 1 criticalpoints. 
Proof. (a) Note first that ki, decreases strictly with increasing i and increases 
with j such that k,j+l = kii + 1 and finally that k, decreases with increasing i on 
diagonals i -j = C, with C a constant. Therefore if (i, j) is critical, then 
kS22-lj > 0 and thus also ki,3, > 0 for i’ - j’ < i - j andj’ < j. 
(b) From the proof of (a) also follows that there is at most one critical 
point on each diagonal. For if (i, j) is critical with i > v, i > j, then kip13 > 0 
and thus kipljpl = k,-lj - 1 3 0 and thence k,fit > 0 for i’ < i and i’ -i’ = 
i - j. It also follows that if (ir , j,) and (i2 , j,) are critical with i1 < is , then 
ir -jr > i2 - ja because ki,g > 0 if i’ < iz and i’ - j, < i, - ja according to 
(a) and the critical point (i1 , jr) has ki,jI < 0. Therefore if one orders the critical 
points lexicographically, then automatically i - j will be strictly decreasing. 
(c) Critical points do not always exist (consider for example the case v = 0, 
ki E p. Then K = k, and k, = p - i + j so it is clear that there is a zero in 
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each row and hence that no “jump” required for a critica: point is possible). 
T now wish to show that if kv+u > v + p, then there is at least one “too many” 
which will eventually give the desired contradiction 
First note that if there is kij > 0 and R,fj, < 0 in the same diagonal (i*e., with 
i-j=;’ - j’), then there is also a critical point in this diagonal. This is clear 
by defini:ion if i = j. Suppose therefore that 1 > j and let (i, j) be the first point 
with k,, < 0. Then kL--13--3 > 0 since there are points with nonnegative kzi la 
this diagonal. But now kimI, = k,-l,pl + 1 > 0 so (i, j) is indeed critical. 
Next observe that if C > p + X - k, , then there is (;,j) with i - j = C and 
kL, < 0, for k,, converges to p + K - k, - C’. Also if C > p L R - k, and 
there is a critical point in the diagonal i - j = C + 1, then there is also cne in 
the diagonal i - j = C. Let (i, j) be critical with i - j = C + 1 > 1. 
moreover i > v, then kielj > 0 and, since C > p + R - k, , we have one 
“negative point” and one “nonnegative ” in the same diagonal which assures the 
existence of a critical point by the preceding paragraph. Eut if i = v on the 
other hand, then either Jz,]+r < 0 and (i, j + 1) is critical or kzjcI > 0 ax! there 
is a critica,l point in the diagonal i -1~ = C again by the preceding paragraph. 
The last argument also shows that if p + R - k, < C < V, then there is 
always a critical point on the diagonal i - j = C. For there certainly are 
‘“negative points” and if the first one (with i = V) is negative, then it is critical, 
otherwise there is one Iater on. 
Now finallv we start counting. Consider two cases. First let p + K - k,. < 0. 
Then C = &*I,..., v trivially gives v + 1 critical points. Yext let f~ - K - kV > Q, 
NOW 
SO C = p + K - k, + l,..., y + Y + K - k, gives v criticai points. But 
Gnalb kp+vt~-kc,+10 is either < 0 and then (I* + Y + K - k, + 1, 0) is critical or 
3 0 and then there is another critical poin t in this diagonal and we have in all 
cases found II + L critical points. QED. 
End oftheprooJCof Theorem 1. We are now practically done. Choose, according 
to Lemma 5(c), Y + 1 critical points and order them so that iI < i, < ... and 
11 - j, > i, - jz > (Lemma 5(b)). Now express bzSjS as linear combinations of 
bVj,j==Oo,l ,..., v using Lemma 4(b). Note that since (i, . j,) are critical points, 
all the ktj concerned are strictly positive (Lemma 5(a)). Now Lemma 3(b) 
(with c = 1) applies and gives 
This gives b,, ,,.., b,, as linear combinations of the btQjs . But the latter are ah 
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equal to 0 for the corresponding k, are < 0 (see the definition of bij). Hence the 
b, are all equal to 0, which contradicts the remark just before Lemma 4. Q.E.D. 
Next in turn comes the converse of Theorem 1. The essential “coefficients 
of the lowest degree” 6, and their fundamental relations in Lemma 4(b) are 
taken as the starting point of a construction which also uses Lemmas 1 and 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let v 3 0, kV > kV+I > ... a deceasing sequence of nonnegative 
integws with lim ki = I”, and suppese that k,,+, \< v f y. Then there is a left ideal 
a C A, with 
gr(a) = n (X”n) Y”. 
2% 
Proof. (a is of course far from being uniquely determined.) Let au3 , 
j = 0, l,..., v be arbitrary E k. Define 
kij = k,-i+j 
ai, = ai-lj-l + ki-lja,-v 
(3) 
for i > v, 0 < j < i, where aij = 0 and kij = 0 if j > i or j < 0 by definition 
also. Recall that bij was zero if kij was negative (not quite the same ktj but that 
is not important). Conversely I will show that if aij = 0 whenever kzj < 0, then 
it is possible to build up an a with the desired gr(a) and moreover this first 
condition can be reduced to solving a system of linear equations with I/ inde- 
terminates and at most v equations. 
LEMMA 6. If azj = 0 whenever kzj < 0, then 01, = Ci=, aijX’“j 8 has a 
meaning in A, and one has the relations 
Especially if aii # 0 for all i and if one puts a = (OL, q+r ,...), then gr(a) = 
LL,,(Xk~)Y”- 
Proof. (4) is just a simple verification using the definition of kij: 
The second assertion is just a special case of Lemma 1. 
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LEMMA 7. (a) The infinite linear system of equation (i+z the aariabies av3 ,..., a,) 
aLI = 0 when k,, < 0 may be reduced to a$nite system 
(possibly empty), where il < i, < ... < i, and i, - ,il > . ‘. > i, - j, . 
(b) If KY+@ < v f TV then Y < V. 
PYOO$ (a) Recall that (i, j) is called a critical point if i = v and ki, < 0, 
ifi=j,k,i<O,andk,_,,_,3Oorifi>v,i>j,k,,<8,andki--l~>0. 
That these kij differ from those of Lemma 5 does not matter, the difference 
being just a constant. (In fact Lemma 5 could be given a slightly more general 
formulation.) The reduction is now obtained by simply omitting all (i, j) with 
k,j < CI which are not critical. More precisely I wish to show that if a,, = 0 
whenever (i, j) is z critical point, then ai, = 0 for all (ii j) with k,, < 0. This will 
be done by induction over i (Fig. 1 might still be of some use; the idea is very 
simple). Let i be minimal with k. < 0. If i = v or i = j, then (i, j) is critical 
and a,, = 0. If i > v and i > j, then either k,-,, > 0, (i, j) is critical and 
%I = 0 or else kiWlj = 0. But thenj = 0 for otherwise we would have kLmljel = 
klel, - 1 < 0, contrary to hypothesis. This gives az3 = ki_lja7_lj = 0. Next 
suppose that i > v and that i’ < i and k2fj < 0 imply a2j3 = 0. Suppose also 
that k,, < 0. Then if ktP,, > 0, (,,j) is critical. If kz-13 < 0 andj > 0; then a&o 
k n-l,Pl < 0 and by the induction hypothesis either both aiWlj and CZ-~,-~ are 
equal to 0 or only ai_lj-l = 0 and kLP13 = 0 and consequently ai, = 
Finally, if j = 0, then since u,, = k,_ljal+ll and either k,+,, 
as above aij = 0 and ends the reduction part of the proof. 
Lemma S(b) the critical points can be ordered so that ir < i, < ... and 
i1 - j, > i, - j, > ... and since Z - j > 0 always, there can only be a finite 
number of critical points. 
(b) Suppose that k,,, < v - p. I intend to show *hat then there are at 
most v critical points. Note first that if (i, j) is a critical point, then i - j > f;, 
k,,=k,-i+j>p-i+j, > 0 if i - j < p. It therefore suffices to show 
that if (i, j) is a critical point, then i - j < Y + p. And this fGllOws easily from 
Lemma 5(a) since suppose (i, j) is critical with i - j > v + p. Then Lemma 
5(a) gives kv+,O > 0, i.e., k,--, - (v + p) > 0, a contradiction, Q.E.D. 
ET& ofttheproof of Theorem 2. It only remains to applyiemma3(b). According 
to Lemmas 6 and 7 the problem of finding Q with the right gr(a) is reduced to 
solving the system a, j = 0, s = l,..., Y such that a%1 f 0 for all i > V. 
According to Lemma <b) all the kij that appear are >O. All that remains to 
verify is that i, - j,. > v - Y. But on diagonals i - j = C with p < C < v 
there is always a critical point (cf. the proof of Lemma 5(c)) so ,U 7 Y > v always 
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(p + r is the diagonal with the greatest C where there is a critical point.) There- 
fore & -jr > p > v - Y. We can now apply Lemma 3(b) and get 
which gives us free chaise for the variables LE,,, )..., aVV and then a unique solution 
for the variables a,, ,..., avrpl . In particular it is possible to take aVV = 1 which 
gives uzi = 1 for all i and concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Last in this section let us return to Remark 2 after Proposition 1 in Section 1. 
Let B = k[[Xj][a] and let a C B b e a left ideal. Then we have the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2. l/gr(a) is always cyclic and in particular it is always closed 
under the Poisson bracket. 
Proof. Let gr(a) = JJzhV (Xkt)Yi. Suppose first that v = 0, i.e., some X”o is 
in gr(a). But then XE Z/gr(a) and I claim that d/gr(a) is generated by X. 
But otherwise some Yn would be in 4s) and therefore some Ym would be 
in gr(a), which is impossible unless a = B, since v = p = 0 implies Jr,, = 0 (by 
[I] or by Theorem 1). Suppose next that v > 0. It is clear that XY is always in 
dgr(a) if a is nonzero. Now Xn is never in dgr(a) if v > 0 and Y” E Z/gr(a) 
if and only if p = 0 (and then we can suppose that n = 1). And these are the 
only possible enlargements of l/gr(a) (note that also l/gr(a) is homogeneous 
in Y). Thus to summarize, dgr(a) is always cyclic generated by 0, X, Y, XY, 
or 1 and in particular is always closed under the “Poisson bracket.” 
Remark. For the corresponding result for A, see the end of Section 3. 
3. THE GLOBAL CASE 
THEOREM 3. (a) L et a C A, be a left ideal. Suppose that 
gr(a) = n ( n (X - Q)‘:) Y’, (1) 
z>v CEA 
whzere A C k is aJinite subset and kia i > v is a decreasing sequence for each a in A 
with lim, kia = pa . Then 
ka v+LL, <v+tLa forall aEA. 
(b) Suppose conversely that A C k is a finite subset and that k,” fop i > v 
(v some nonnegative integer) aye decreasing sequences of nonnegative integers with 
limits pa and such that kf+W a ,( v + pCa for all a E A. Then there is a left ideal 
a C A, such that gr(a) is given by formula (1) above. 
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Boof- (a) The proof is by reduction to Theorem 1 using the techniqtie of 
iocalization. Let 23, = k[X](,-,)[a] and let a be a left ideal in Aa ~ Now the 
functor gr commutes with the extension functors a --z B,a and I +- gr(B,)P; i.e., 
To see this choose CQ , i > v in a with leading coefficient asA(X - u)~A~. Then 
the 01, generate a over k[Xj and so they generate .a over k[Xj(,,j . But 
go&X - a)‘~” and (X - u)k~a generate the same ideal in K[X](,_,) and then 
gr(B,a) = n rZ[X](,-,)(X - n)liraEri 
i>v 
which is easily seen to hold also for gr(B,) gr(a). Now Theorem 1 (with local 
base ring) gives kf+&= < v $ pLa , which proves (a). 
(5) The proof is mainly a modification of the proof of Theorem 2 (in 
Lemmas 8 and 9) but also contains the additional idea of “piecing together” the 
local parts (Lemma IO). The essential difference is to permit also terms of higher 
degree than K,$ as coefficients of 8 in 01, those of lower degrees with &tie 
freedom but those of higher degrees with great freedom and used for the piecing 
together. 
Put formally 
31( = -g qi, rl[ (X - a)~~’ 8, (2) 
WEA 
where /;I”, = R,” - i + j by definition and qu E k[X]. Let 
qzj = c b;;(x - uy, w 
S>O 
a E A, i > j 3 0, and bg E K. One would like to have 
&, = n (X - ~)--:~~Oli+l 
CJEA 
(4) 
for if all aL, have a meaning in A, , if qzz = 1 and if a = (q , CI,+~ ,...), then a wo 
do, i.e., would have the right gr(a) (Lemma 1) This means translated to 
coe&ients qi, (for details see Lemma 8) 
In order to analyse what this means for the 6:; we first have to turn everything 
into poIynomia!s in (X - a): 
(X - 6) = C daars(X - @, 
b#a,a’ S>O 
j-J (X - 6) = c c,,(X - c+. 
b#a s>o 
&/55/n-9 
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Then simple calculations give (see the proof of Lemma 8) 
b;Jlj = b;& + i c&s - Y + kfj) b;;-’ + c daa,rk;;b2ajS-T-? 
l-0 d#Cl 
T>O 
(4”) 
Doing all this backwards gives a natural candidate for a. More explicitely, let 
by”j” be arbitrary elements in K and define bg for i > v and 0 <j < i by (4”) 
where c,, and d,,?, are given by (5). Analogous to Lemma 6 we have 
LEMMA 8. If bi; = 0 whenever s + k$ < 0 and ;fqdj are well-dejned elements 
in k[x] by (3) (note that this involves conditions on bg for various a’s), then o+ 
dejined by (2) has a meaning in A, and the ui satisfy (4). 
Especially ifqii = 1 for all i and if a = (CL, , %+I ,...), then gr(a) satisfies (1). 
Proof. bff = 0 if s + kzj < 0 means that Xa(qiJ > -kTj which implies that 
the dangerous negative kzl may be eliminated by an equally big positive power of 
X - a factored out of qij . This shows that 01~ are well-defined provided the qdii 
are. 
The rest is simple verification. 
&$ = C qij JJ (X - a)“Fi &+’ + C q; IJ (X - a)@j aj 
+ C qij (JJ (X - a)“;) ai 
= n (X - a)“: -@+I C (qijW1 + qij JJ (X - a) 
+ qij 1 k$ n (X - b)) n (X - a)@++lj ajb 
GA bfa 
qtjwl + di Jj (X - a> + qij C kZ n (X - 4 
A b#a 
= T b&(X - a>s + T sbT:(X - a)‘-l C c&X - a)‘+l 
t 
+ C bi4i”(X - a)$ C k$ C d,,,,(X - a)t+l 
, t 
+ -f: bff(X - a)S Fc,$kfj(X - a)” 
s t 
= T [bF;-, + z. (s - Y + kFj) biajs-rc,l. + C b~~j”-‘-‘k$ daar,] (X - a)S 
= ; bglj(X --,i-z)S 
U’#a 
GO 
using (5), (47, and (3) and thus proving (4) and (4’). 
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If qdi = 1 for aI1 i, then we can again apply Lemma 1 where CL, has a leading 
coefficient &(X - u)kc 
Next comes the analogue of Lemma 7. a E A is fixed but arbitrary. 
LEMMA 9. (a) The inJinite system of equations bff = 0 for s + kia, < 0 (2~ 
the variables byajs, j = O,..., v, s 3 0) can be reduced to a finite system 
b”“” = Q 
Q3$ ’ t = I,..., N. 
In particular bv”j” may be chosen at will for s su&iently large. 
(b) If kYa+Na < v + ~a > then for each s > 0 there me at most Y t’s with 
St = s. 
Proof" (a) The idea is to start with s = 0 and then work oneself upwards 
(with induction over s). For each s the situation is essentially that of Lemma 7. 
Terms in (4”) invoiving si < s do not change anything for if s + kzj < 0, then 
also s’ + KY1 < 0 and so biajs’ = 0 by induction. 
More precisely, first let s = 0. Then (4”) reduces to 
and the system of equations is just b$ = 0 whenever k$ < 0. But this is similar 
to the situation of Lemma 7(a) and the reduction is made by restriction to the 
critical points for the system (kFj) (the constant c,a , which is nonzero, does not 
matter here, as a simple examination of the proof shows). 
Next let s > I and rewrite (4”) as 
with xi E k. 
Note that if (i, j) is a critical point for the system (s + kzj> and if Y < s, then 
j + Y < i and (i, j + r> is a critical point for the system (s - r + kTj). For 
s+k$<O gives i-j>kiu+s>s and hence i>j+s>j+r. The 
second statement then follows from s + kyj = s - r + ktj+,. . An ~Fo~ta~t 
consequence of this is that if s is sufficiently large, then there are no critical 
points at all for the system {s + kzj}. In fact it suffices to take s > maxi j, i (it , jt) 
critical for krj). For if (i, j) were critical for (s + k$], then (i, j + s> would be 
critical for (k&>, a contradiction. 
Now I wish to show that b;‘“j”’ = 0 whenever s’ + kzj < 0 and s’ < s cm tse 
reduced to b$ = 0 when s’ + kfj < 0 and s’ < s and bfIjt = C where (it ,jtt) 
are the critical points for {s + k:j}. This is done by induction over i as in the proof 
of Lemma 7(a). Suppose that i 2 V, that s + k:+rj < 0, and that (i + 1 ?j) is 
not critical for {s + J$“j>. Since (i + 1, j) is not critical, we must have s + kyj < 0 
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and hence s’ + k$ < 0 for s’ < s. Therefore by hypothesis b$!’ = 0, S’ < s and 
(4”‘) reduces to 
b$ = bia,s_, + (s + ki”j) c,,b,ajs (7) 
and we can continue the induction step as in the proof of Lemma 7(a). That is, 
suppose by induction that bzFj = 0 for i’ < i and kyjj + s < 0 can be reduced to 
the system 6::’ = 0 for s’ < s and k$ + s’ < 0 and bF{ = 0 for (i’, j) critical for 
(k$ + s). Then if (i + 1,j) is not critical, we have (7) and b$tl = 0 for 
k$w”j”-l + s < 0 and (s + k$.) bc? = 0 for either s + kyj = 0 or s + k$ < 0 and 
then b$ = 0 by induction. Therefore b,“slj = 0. 
Finally if i = j, then b:i = by&, always. And if kFj + s < 0, then bj’t = 0 
if and only if bijS, = 0 for some point on the diagonal i = j. Thus we have 
proved by induction over s that the system b$’ = 0 for all (i, j) and s’ < s 
with s’ + kfj < 0 can be reduced to the finite system bytyt = 0 where st < s and 
(it ,I,) are the critical points for (st + ke). But if s is sufficiently large, then there 
are no more critical points and hence no more equations. Therefore a finite 
number of equations can replace the whole system bz = 0, s 2 0. 
(b) The same proof as of Lemma 7(b) gives that there are at most v 
critical points for s = 0. Moreover, if (it , j& are the different critical points for 
{s + k$j, some s > 0, then (it ,j, + s)~ are (different) critical points for {k$} (see 
the proof of (a)). Therefore, for each s there are at most v critical points. 
Next comes the lemma needed for the piecing together of the local parts. 
LEMMA 10. Let k be an mbitrayy Jield, A C k a jinite subset and cai , a E A, 
i=l , . . ., n, elements in k. Then there is q E k[X] such that 
qci)(a) = c,$ aEA, i = l,..., n, . 
Proof. Let q = CaeA qa where qa = CF& b,,(X - a)” ‘J&+,(X - a’)“G’+l. 
Here b,, ,..., b,,, are determined so that q:‘(a) = cai for i = I,..., n,,, . Note that 
the other qa, for a’ # a contain a factor (X - a)na+r and therefore give no 
contribution to the derivatives up to order vz, in the point a. If we write 
&P+~(X - a’)*a’+l as the sum Et d&X - a)t, then da0 # 0 and b,, ,..., b,,, 
are simply found as the solution of the following system of linear equations: 
daouo = cao 3 
dauo + daou, = cdl !, 
End of the proof of Theorem 3(b). It goes essentially as the end of Theorem 2. 
The main new difficulty is to show that qij can be well-defined by (3) as elements 
in k[x]. 
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First I show that the by”j” can be so chosen as to guarantee that bq: = @ 
t = I,..., A’ (cf. Lemma 9(a)). Let Y, be the number of critical poi%s for 
(s + RF,]. Then one proves as in the end of the proof of Theorem 2 that 
i - j > v - 7, for any critical point (;,j) for (s $ I%$). Now use induction over s. 
For s = 0 (4”‘) reduces to bi”jo = b&1 + k~~L,jc,,b~~lj , So 
(note that ~,a # 0) and gives as in the proof of Theorem 2 that b$’ may be so 
chosen that b,a,F = 1 and bi”jo = 0 if kfj < 0. Suppose now that bv”,“’ may be so 
chosen that 6,“e = 1, b$’ = 0, s’ > 0, and 6,“;” = 0 if s’ + kFj < 0, s’ < s 
for some s 3 1. Next use (4’“) to express bTIT as linear combinations of QS an 
I!$:‘, S’ < S. This is done exactly as in Lemma 3 module terms with S’ < s. 
this does not affect the functional determinant 
which is still f 0 and still secures the existence of bz7 j = O,..., v - 1 such tha: 
b,“,” = 0 is possible and also b:f = 0 for all critical points (i, j) for {s + k:J. This 
proves the first assertion. 
Next observe that this only gives conditions on 6:; up to a certain s-degree n,, D 
And then the problem of well-defining qvj is taken care of by Lemma 10 with 
cai = i! bai. Once qvJ are chosen according to Lemma 10, define qii , i > y by 
(4’). The;will have the right b? for s < n, and all a since (4’) implies (4”). 
Finally we have seen that it is possible to take b,“v” = a,, for all a, i.e., to take 
ql,v = 1 and hence ql! = 1 for all i by (4’). Then Lemma 8 applies and ends the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorems 2 and 3 we have the local character of 
the property of being of the form gr(a) for a homogeneous ideal in k[X, Y]. -4. 
direct proof would be nice to have. 
COROLLARY. Let I C k[X, Y] be homogeneous (irz Y) and such thatJo;f all a E .G 
there is a left ideal Q, C k[X’j;x-n,[8] such that 
gr(a,) = 4W(x-a~ P’IJ 
Then there is a left ideal Q C A, such that 
gr(a) = I. 
&AMPLE. To indicate the difference between the local and the general cases 
and why polynomials qti are needed in the latter compared to constants azj in the 
former, I find solutions for gr(a) = I in the two cases I, = 0, II = (;Y), I2 = (1 j 
and pb = 0, II = (X2 - aX), I, = (1) respectively, where a is some nonzero 
element in k. The local case is simple and is solved by (Xa - I, 3’) for example. 
For the second example put @I = (S” - ax) a + qrO and OI~ = 3’ 1 q2r F A- $7zc. 
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The problem is to solve (a + f)zl = (X2 - aX)ol, for some f in K[X], i.e., to 
find f and qij such that 
(X2 - ax) 82 + (2X - a + Q. + f (X2 - ax)) a 
+ do + f%.o = (X2 - ama, . 
This is equivalent to 
2x - a + 410 = (X2 - ~Xk2-,, - f), 
do + f&o = (X2 - a-9 420 * 
Here it is already evident that e. cannot be a constant. One solution is given by 
f = 0, qAo = (2X - u)(2(X2 - uX)/u2 - I), qso = 12/a2, and q2r = 4X/u2 - 2/u. 
Compare this to the impossibility of solving gr(a) = I with IO = 0, I1 = (X2), 
and I, = (1). Letting a + 0 in the solution above would also hint at that. (In 
fact we must always have u(2f, - p2ro) = 2 which is impossible for a = 0.) 
Finally we return once again to the conjecture in [2] (cf. Remark 2 after 
Proposition 1 in Section 1), this time to answer yes in the global case too. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let a be an arbitrary left ideal in A,(k) (k algebraically closed 
of characteristic zero). Then dgr(a) is cyclic and in particular it is closed under 
the Poisson bracket. 
Proof. Let gr(a) = JJ+,(I-Iasa(X - u)“i”)Yi and A, be the subset of A 
of all a such that ,ua > 0. Then if Y = 0 Z/gr(a) = J&&X - a) and if v > 0, 
then dgr(a) = (naGA (X - a))Y. 
4.1. k ARBITRARY WITH CHARACTERISTIC ZERO 
Let k be of characteristic 0 but not necessarily algebraically closed. Then 
everything so far remains true with natural modifications. In this section I 
restrict myself to proving the local case. This shows what new ideas are required 
and does not involve as much notation as would the global case. 
THEOREM 4. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, let f E k[X] be an irreducible 
polynomial of degree >0 and let k, > kvfl > ... for some v 3 0 be a decreasing 
sequence of nonnegative integers with lim ki = p. Then there is a left ideal a C A,(k) 
such that 
gr(a) = I3 (f “9 Y 
i>v 
if and only if 
k Y+-u G v + P* 
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Boofe First the only if part. This is done by passing to the algebraic bull R 
of k and using Theorem 3. Let gr(a) = J’J (f”*)Yi and let f have a factorization 
(X - a) in k[X]. Note that since f is irreducible and the characte 
e a’s are different. Now k Ok a is a left ideal in k ok A,(k) = R 
gr(R Ok a) = F (7 (X - a)“$“) Y , 
where kea = ki for all a. Finally Theorem 3(a) gives & < v $ pO 
Now for the sufficiency. Let L/k be the splitting field off over k and let L/k 
have Galois group 6. The idea is to use Theorem 3 on j which splits as 
f = l[l,,,(X - a) in L[x]. (Note that Th eorem 3 does not need that the field is 
algebraically closed.) According to the theorem we can find bTjS EL such that if 
qij = Cs bi9f(X - a)$, ai = C, qijf kz 8, and a = (ti, , c~,+r ,...) C ig,(I,), then 
gW = &f nf)Yi. Now in order to have all the 01% in A,(K) it su 
all the coeficients of all the qij’s invariant under G, i.e., to have O(Q) = qij for al! 
G E @, i.e., to have 
a(bFgS) = bp for all CI, a, S, i, and j. 
We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 3. Consider t,, and d,,,, defined by 
(7). If we take u of both sides, we get 
and no~b);fo(a)(X - c(b)) = C, a(c,,)(X - a(a))s, By identification of coefficients 
we get 
and 
for all a, s, and U. 
Next we use (4”) 
Were k$ = ki - i + j for all a in d. 
If we first let s = 0, we get b$, = b:!“, + c,,,k&~ and if we let a = ~(a) in 
this formula and if we also apply IJ to it and use G(Cao) = qIEjO , we get 
b o(a)0 
and 
- b$$” + cotajokirb;~)o z+13 - 
c@!d = +i”jo_,) f c,(,,ok,c@Z;), 
where kii = k$ (independent of a). 
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This shows that for each pair (a, u), the a(b$‘) and b,“j’a)o, j = O,..., v are 
solutions of the same system of linear equations. Now for all pairs (a, cr) these 
systems have a basis minor in the same place. More precisely, if r is the number 
of critical points for the system (k& then by Lemma 3(b) there is a functional 
determinant with respect to b,“,o,..., bff-, . Therefore we can take bz” = 1 and 
b a0 Vu--l ,..., b,“,” = 0 for all a. Then the other variables forj < r - 1 are uniquely 
determined. Together with the fact that a(b$) and b$“” are solutions of the same 
system of linear equations we get that o(b,ajo) = b&!a)o for all (J, a, and j is possible 
by choosing the solutions carefully. But then also 
for all (T, a, i, and j since the two systems transform in the same way according to 
(2) (induction over i). 
Now we use induction over s. Suppose that s > I and that 
o(biaJs’) = b;jajs’ (3) 
for all a, i, j, and s’ < s. We use (4”‘) and we conclude again by (I) and (3) that 
o(bft) and b&!@’ are transformed in the same way. If we let Y, be the number of 
critical points for {s + Rij} and if we take b,“,” ,..., b,“,“, = 0 for all a, then the other 
b:, j < Y, - 1 are uniquely determined. This gives as above that 
for all CJ, a, and j. But again, as above, by induction over i we get 
for all a, C, i, and j. Finally by induction over s this is true for all s as long as the 
byi are found as solutions of systems of linear equations due to the existence of 
critical points. 
But for some n there are no critical points for s > n. Then the bz are deter- 
mined by the piecing-together lemma. Let 
q,aj = n (X - a’)nfl c 2$(X - u)” 
U’#U t 
and let na,&X - a’)“+l = xt vat(X - a)“. Now zFJt, t = O,..., nare determined 
so that qrj gets the right coefficients by”j” of (X - u)~ for s < n. The z$ are found 
as solutions of the following system of linear equations: 
(4) 
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Since ~9 # 0, this is uniquely solvable. Also it is easy to see that u(&) = v*(@’ 
for all (T, a, and t and this gives together with the fact that u(&~.“, = beJajt for 211 
cr, a, t, andj that for each triple (0, a,j) the CJ($‘) and u$@)~ t = O,..., n are solu- 
tions of the same system (4) and therefore 
hoids for ali a, a, t, and j. 
Now let 
q,, = c q,“, = 1 n (X - a’)n+lC .;ys - a)?. 
LZEA n a’fa t 
since u permutes the a’s Now this is true for all CJ in G so the qyI are in K[X] (note 
that in this constructionj < v is presupposed, for ifj = Y, then gry = 1 is trivially 
in .Iz[X]). Finally we use formula (4’) in the proof of Theorem 3 
and induction over i to get a(q2,) = qzl for all CJ, i, and j. This only uses that 
.(X - u) and Cn k,, J&&X - b) are invariant under G and therefore 
belong to k[a. 
Remark. The same proof also works in the “global case”. All one needs is 
that a and u(a) always are roots of the same irreducible polynomial so that we 
always have ke = kzja) (L is here taken as the splitting field of ah the irreducible 
polynomials appearing). 
4.2. k OF POSITIVE CHARRCTERISTI~ 
Let now k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Then there are simple examples 
showing that the case is completely different even for the local base ring and for k 
algebraically closed. Let, e.g., a = (Xp, a) and b = (XV 8~‘). Then a and b are 
proper left ideals with v = ,U = 0. These are also the two extreme cases of the 
new complications, all combination effects being also allowed. More greciselp, 
the problem may be guessed at when one examines the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Everything depends upon certain functional determinants being # 0 (in K) and 
this follows from the fact that they are > 0 (in 2’) (Lemma 3(b)). In the charac- 
teristic p case, however, this conclusion does not hold, for the determinant may 
be FE 0 (modp), i.e., = 0 in k. Only if we replace “V critical points” in Theorems 
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1 and 2 by “V independant critical points” (there are s independent critical 
points if some functional determinant of order s is nonzero in K) do Theorems 1 
and 2 remain true. This is, however, very unsatisfactory, for it is much too implicit 
and hard to apply to explicit examples. Note that one of the examples above is 
easy to cope with. It is possible to reduce all Ki modulo p, for this does not change 
any functional determinant in k. (and shows that “jumps” of height a multiple 
of p may be allowed anywhere). For the a above, e.g., we get K, = 0 (modp), 
so this does resemble K, < 0. However, the next example b shows that this need 
not hold generally, i.e., k,, = 0 (modp) is not necessary even when v = p = 0; 
nor do the ki taken mod p have to decrease as c = (Xp, X8’, SW) shows. 
The examples b and c also show that we may always postpone a “jump” 
n. steps, i.e., let ki be constant on an interval of length m = 0 (modp) without 
the cost of any critical points. This can also be done ignoring all jumps of height 
IZ = 0 (modp). But there are also “combination effects” as the next example 
shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let a = (X2a, XP + 2, 8’). This ideal has 2 critical points 
(2,O) and (p, p - 1) but only 1 independent critical point, since 
a 2. = alo , 
aep-l = al0 + Pql , 
so a,, = 0 and ur,, = 1 is possible in k, still giving a2o = a,,-, = 0. Generally 
an explicit formula for the number of independent critical points seems very 
well hidden. 
5. THE FUNCTOR gr AND INCLUSIONS OF LEFT IDEALS 
If JCIC k[X, Y] are homogeneous ideals E Im(gr), then there are not 
necessarily a, 6 CA, such that 1 = gr(a), J = gr(b), and b C a. Take, for 
example, J = (X2, XY) and 1= (X). Then a has to have the form (X) and 
b = (X2, X8 + p), some p E k[X]. ax2 = X(Xa + p) + ,4X2 implies 
p = 2 - hX. But if b C a then Xa + p is in a, i.e., Xa + p = (q13 + qo)X 
which gives ql = 1 andp = 1 + qoX, a contradiction. 
Remark 1. Again we see the importance of the coefficients of the lowest 
degree, this time of p. This has been used all the time and will also constitute the 
base of Theorem 5 below. 
Remark 2. An easier proof of the above statement: a and b have the same v 
and p so they do not admit any inclusion between them unless they are equal (cf. 
Lemma 1.2 of [l]). 
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Thus it could he of interest to study conditions on J C I such that ““J C 1 = 
gr(b C a)“, i.e., I = gr(a), J = gr(b), and b C o, especially if one is aim+ at 
determining the left maximal ideals of A, , for the study of this problem also 
gives insight into what sorts of inclusions of left ideals are possible in Al . 
I place myself in the situation of the local case for k algebraically closed, i.e., I 
let all a have gr(a) = u (X”OYi. Alt ernatively, I could work with the ring 
K[X]t,,[3] or B = K[[X]][a]. I will first prove a necessary condition, the analogue 
of Theorem 1. 
Suppose that b C Q, Q = (LY.” , q,+r ,... ), b = I& 1 /3y,-1 ,... ): with a, and p, 
of degree n and having the leading coefficients X”n and X”n, respectively, 
s(a) = a>v(X7iz)Yi, gr(b) = &,(Xmi)Yi with m, > fi, all i and V’ > V. As in 
Lemma 4 it is possible to find fij , gtj , and hij in k[X] such that 
(I) xJ”,--i;,+lai+l = aari + -&gi fi+ljaj ) 
(2) Xmi-m++$4+l = ap, + Cjsi g$+ljPj s 
and 
(3) pi = gEy h@j . 
&et M = mir&(&,,,) + ki + Y’ -j) (note that M < x(klyryI) + 32,~ + V’ - Y’ = 
q,,) and define nil for i > v’, j >, v, andj < i by 
LEMMA 11. (a) X(&J 2 nij so if hzi = ciJnij + j;iiXnclrl, then cij are we& 
defined (and cij = 0 ifnfj < 0). 
(h) t&y = Cij-1 + ?ZijCij . 
Proof. Substituting (3) in (2) gives 
Now as the cxj are linearly independent over k[X] it follows by identification of 
coefficients : 
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(a) is shown by induction over i. Let first i = v’. Then n,lj = M - kj - V’ -/- j < 
x(,$,,~) + ki + v’ - j - kj - V’ + j = x(hyrj), i.e., in this case (a) is just the 
definition of M. Note also that M is economically defined, i.e., for some j we have 
equality x(&,~) = li;~~ and so some cUpj f 0 (important later on). 
Suppose next that (a) is true for i’ < i. Then (4) gives X(Xm~-m~+lhz+lij > 
m, - ,$ - i + j - 1 + M - m,,, and x(hi+,,) > mi+l - kj - i - 1 + j + 
M - rn,’ = ni+rj which proves (a) f or all i. (b) follows directly from (4) by 
identification of the coefhcients of Xm~--k~--z-l+j+hf--my’ in both members. The left 
member gives ciflj and the right provides c+r + nijcij . Q.E.D. 
Now this is similar to the situation in Lemma 4 but with the important 
difference that nij need not decrease on diagonals. A critical point is still defined 
as (v’, j) with nV’j < 0 or (i, j) with nij < 0 and ni-il > 0 or nr2 < 0 and 
niPlz_r 3 0. Then the critical points will unfortunately not be as nicely distri- 
buted as in Lemma 5. For instance one may have several of them in the same 
diagonal and Lemma 5(a) is not true at all. Therefore I must state the next result 
more implicitly than Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 5. Let b C a, gr(a) = J&V(Xks)Yi, gr(b) = JJz~V,(Xn2~)Yi, 
M = mini(X(hVri) + k, + v’--‘),andnij=mi--kKj-i+j+M-mm,*.Then 
thel,e are at most v’ - v cviticalpointsfor the system {nfi}. 
Proof. Note first that to have a critical point (i,j) for some j is the same as 
having no solution of nzj = 0, i 3 v’ for this particular j (provided i > j, the 
possibility of critical points on i = j needs some care but is not difficult nor 
important). As nij decreases strictly with increasing i, we have at most one critical 
point in each row (j constant). It is thus possible to order the critical points with 
respect to their second coordinates. Note that then also the first coordinates form 
an increasing sequence (though not necessarily strictly increasing) due to the 
fact that nzj increases with j for fixed i and thus if (i, j) is critical, then nirj, > 0 
for i’ < i and j’ 3 j. 
LEMMA 12. Let (i,. , j,) be the rth critical point. Then 
i,.--j,>v’-v----+1. 
Proof. Let first I = 1. Then there are zeros in all the j, - v previous rows 
and these zeros must be in different columns because if nij = 0, then nz3, > 0 
for j’ > j. Therefore i1 - v’ 3 jr - v or equivalently i1 - ji > v’ - v. Suppose 
next by induction that i, - j, 3 v’ - v - s + 1 for s < Y ,< V’ - v. In particular 
we have i, - j, > 0 so that none of the critical points (ir ,j,),..., (ire1 , j,.-,) is in 
the diagonal i = j. Now for (iv , j,) to be the Yth critical point means that there 
are exactly Y - 1 previous rows without a zero (no earlier critical point has 
i = j). Therefore there are zeros in j, - v - Y + 1 previous rows and these 
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zeros are stilI in different columns, all with first coordinate < z’, . Hence there 
are at leastj, - Y - P + 1 columns preceding column i, , i.e., jr - v - Y + I < 
I, - Y’ which gives the desired inequality for r < V’ - Y by kduction (note that 
if Y > T/’ - v it is empty). 
The rest is just an implicit modification of Lemma 3 in order to cope with the 
negative IL,~‘s. These we wish to ignore and this can be done since reaching a 
negative n,, means passing a critical point where we already know that ci, = 0. 
Somewhat less intuitively: Let Cz., = max(nij , 0) and define inductively 
zi+Ij = F,jpl + %T&, (0) 
for i > v’) Y < j < i + 1 and where CVcj = cvt3 i v < j < v’. 
LEMMA 13. (a) Eij = cij for all i and j. 
fb) If (4 ,j,),..., (4. ,j,> are at most v’ - v + I critical points ordered by 
increasiq second coordinate, then 
Proo$ (a) This is shown by induction over i and is true by 
t’ = v’. Suppose it is true for i’ < i and write 
Now if ?z--u > 0, then eShIj = niPv . Hence there remains only n,+ < 0. 
then c;-lj = 0 so we have equality in all cases. 
(b) First it is proved exactly as in Lemma 3(a) by induction over i, and 
iy using nCj 3 0 that (1) holds with >O replaced by Eonstrict inequality 
remains to find one strictly positive transition coeficient in each step of 
induction. Let j,(i) = min(i - v’ + v + s - 1, jJ and i,(i) = min(i, i,q), 
5 = I,..., 1’. Not only is (i,(i), j,(i)) = (i, , j,) f or i large enough bEt by Lemma 12 
j,3(i) reaches jS first, i.e., i,(i) = i,? implies j,(i) = js . I now claim that 
This is shown by induction over i and is clear for i = v’. Using the recursive 
formulas (0) we get 
deti+I = ( %*i,(dj,(i) > 
det, + nonnegative terms, 
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FIGURE 2 
where the product is taken over those s such that j,(i) = j,(; + 1) and is(i) < 
&.(i + 1). Since (is , j,) is critical, we have %ij = nij > 0 for i < i, and j = j, . 
Note also that if is(i) = j,(; + l), then they are both necessarily equal to j, . 
Thus the coefficient of det, is > 0. That the rest of the terms are nonnegative is 
proved in the same way as the nonstrict inequality above and only uses ?iij 3 0 
and the fact that the order of the second coordinates involved can never be 
reversed. Now (2) gives (1) for ;,(v’) = V’ and js(v’) = v + s - 1 and if i is 
large enough, then (;s(;),js(;)) = (is , jJ. This ends the proof of the lemma. 
End of the proof of Tkeorem 5. Suppose that there are v’ - v + 1 critical 
points and take Y = v’ - v + 1 in (1). Then this helps to express c,<, ,..., ?,,tYr 
in F. . 2g1 ****P Gi,.-,+li,~-,+l and as the latter are all = 0 by Lemma 13(a) and the 
choice of (i, , jJ, the former are also all equal to 0 which contradicts the fact 
mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1 I(a) that due to the definition of M at least 
one cVp5 must be nonzero. This proves Theorem 5. 
Remark. The statement in Theorem 5 has a useful graphical interpretation. 
First, plot the two functions kj , j > v and m, + M - m,,~ , i 3 v’. Then having 
a row j without a zero means the same as the line (j + X, kj + x) not passing 
through any point (i, mi + M - m,,). See for example Fig. 3, where p = pEGI = I, 
v = 0, v’ = 2, and M = rn,, and there are 3 critical points. Hence this inclusion 
is not of the form gr(a 3 b). 
FIGURE 3 
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COROLLARY 1. Let a, 6, mi , k, , etc. be as in Theorem 5. Then 
v + p - k,,,, < v’ + p’ - m,~+,~ . 
In particular if mV~+iL~ = v’ + CL’, then ky+@ = v + p. 
Pmof. Introduce the sets 
x =(kj--jlj>v} and d&l = (m, - i t M - m,, / i > v’). 
Then Theorem 5 means that X - ~2’ contains at most v’ - v elements. Let 
s = V' + p’ - mV,+Uf . Note that if mi+r = mi - r, then there are exactly r 
numbers missing in the decreasing series m, - Z + M - m,, between 
mi - i + M - rn,’ and mi+l - i - 1 + M - -m,, ~ Therefore since n~.~‘+~, = 
V' - s + p’ by definition and m, tends to CL’, there are V’ - s numbers < ---s 
(even < -s + M - m,)) which are not in &I. Now heorem 5 in the formula- 
tion above gives that there are at least Y - s numbers < -s which are not in SK, 
Next suppose that t = v + p - k,,,, > s. We want to get a. contradiction 
By the above-used argument there are exactly v - t numbers < --t which are 
not in X. Combining the two gives us t - s numbers in the interval I--t, -s) 
which are not in ~7. But this is impossible since then all numbers in this intervai 
would be outside X and -t is certainly in 37. 
The second assertion follows easily from the first and Theorem 1. For if 
“rz,~,,~ = v’ + p’, then kv+u 3 v + p. But we always have k,,, < v + pm 
The possibility M < m,’ is a nuisance. In many important cases it is however 
impossible. 
COROLLARY 2. The same ?ZOtatiOfZS as used i?Z TheMem 5 me used here. %??z 
M = m,,~ in each of the following three cases: 
(1) P = P’Y 
(2) v = VI, 
and 
(3) mv’+u’ = v ’ + p’ and m, > v’ + p’ fog i < P’ + p‘. 
.&of. (1) nii = mi - ki + M - rn,, tends to .!U - mya which secures the 
existence of one critical point on the diagonal i = j if A4 < rn,, . But by Lemma 
12wehavei,-jj,~v’-v---rlwhichforir=j,givesr~v’--v$-,a 
contradiction. 
(2) follows directly from the definition. 
M = m9$x(kV~j) + k, + v’ - j> = ~(12,~~~) + k; = rnvx 
since PY, = h,,,q, . 
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(3) First, by Corollary 1 we have kb+u = Y + p and there are exactly v 
numbers ,< 0 which are not in $“. Suppose that M < rrt,, . We always have v’ 
numbers < M - rn,) which are not in J&‘. Now either 0 6 J# or 0 = m, - i + 
M - mn,’ for some i < v’ + p’. In the second case we have at least v’ + 1 
numbers < 0 outside .+& since mi - p’ > m,,,,,, - p’ = v’ and a descent of m 
causes as many holes in J@’ as the jump is big (cf. the proof of Corollary 1). Thus 
to conclude: in both cases there are at least V’ + 1 nonpositive numbers outside 
4 which by Theorem 5 gives at least v + 1 nonpositive numbers outside x 
which contradicts the first sentence above. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. For left ideals in A, it is always possibIe to suppose that p = 0 
,(which is not possible in k[X]b)[8] or k[[X’J][a]) by a “change of variables” (cf. 
[3]). Theorem 1 then takes the form k, < v and Corollary 1 becomes v - k, < 
VT - nz,’ . Also by Corollary 2 M = rn,, and therefore nij = mi - kj - i + j 
may always be assumed in A, . 
Remark 2. It is easy to give examples where M < m,, . Let, for instance, 
a = (X) and b = (p) w h ere /? = I& 8X + hrOX. Now by definition M = 
min(x(lz,,) + & + 1 - 1, ~(h,,) + k, + 1 - 0) with v’ = 1. Now let x(h,,) = m 
and x(h,,) = 0. Then M = 2 < m + 1 = m, if m is large enough. 
Remark 3. It is also easy to give examples where the number of critical 
points for (mi - kj - i + j} is strictly greater than that for {mi - kj - i + j - s> 
for some s > 1 contrary to the case for {kfij) (cf. the proof of Lemma 9). But it is 
not clear if the number of critical points for {mi - kj - i + j} must not always 
be < v’ - v. 
Last in this section is presented a partial converse to Theorem 5. It is a complete 
converse if the last sentence of the preceding remark were true. 
THEOREM 6. Let ki , i 3 v and m, , j 3 v’ be decreasing sequences of non- 
negative integers such that k, < mi for i > v’ and v < v’ and k,,, < v + p. Put 
nii = mi - ki - i + j and suppose that the system {nij} has at most v’ - v critical 
points. Then there are left ideals b C a C A, such that gr(b) = &v, (Xmc)Yi and 
gr(a) = JJ&XkL)Yi. 
Proof. Let k,? = k, - i + j, 01~ = Cjci a,$Xlci3 a? with ai1 chosen according 
to Theorem 2 (i.e., aij = a,-r+r + k+,jai-u and auV = 1 and the aVj are chosen 
so that aij = 0 whenever kij < 0. Here we also use kv+u < v + p). Next define 
for i > v’ 
pi = c cijx”%j ) (1) 
jQ 
where cij = ci--lj-l + n+I,ci-u , i > v’, v <j < i, and cij = 0 if i < j or j < v. 
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First we have to check that cV’3 , j = v,..., V’ - i can be so chosen that with 
C!J’PZ = 1 we get cij = 0 when n.ij < 0. To do this, introduce once again the 
associated positive parts 
Let (ir ,jJ,..., (i, ,jr), Y < V’ - V, be the critical points for {ai,> ordered by 
second coordinate. Then by Lemma 13(b) we can fin 
This shows that we can take c,,,, = 1 and the other my,, such that c = 0, l25 
s = l,..., Y. 
Now this gives that ciij = 0 whenever nz3 < 0, exactly as in the proof of 
Lemma 7(a) (using only induction and (2)). So finally it s&ices to prove that 
Cfj = cij for all i and j with the above choice of zVrj . But this is done by induction 
over i as in the proof of Lemma 13(a). Thus we have proved that it is possible to 
chose the G,Z? such that c,‘,,* = 1 and czj = 0 when izi3 < 0. Thus ,& defined by 
(I) have a meaning in A,; they have leading coefficients A?XL~ = x’“~ respec- 
tively and they satisfy 
Finally put b = (fly, , pV,+r ,.,.) and use Lemma 1. It is clear that 5 C Q. Q.E.D. 
6. FINAL REMARKS AND CONJECTURES 
The structures of the left maximal ideals and the simple left modules of A, are 
interesting questions. Unfortunately the a-degree filtration is much too coarse 
to give any help in the search for left maximal ideals. But the total degree 
filtration is finer and it seems hopeful to study the simi!ar problems for this 
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filtration using the description of homogeneous ideals in k[X, Y] in [5]. It 
seems reasonable to conjecture that “most” (in some measure-theoretic sense) 
left ideals are maximal. 
Also the ring B = k[[Xj][t3] is interesting, Its maximal ideal structure is 
quite different from that of A, . For instance it is fairly easy to show that if a 
is a cyclic left ideal with p = 0, then a is maximal if and only if v = 1. A 
reasonable conjecture is that this holds for all ideals with p = 0, i.e., an a with 
&a) = 0 is maximal if and only if v(a) = 1 (and then kI = 0 or = 1). Also 
the simple B-modules B/(8 + p) are all isomorphic for p E k[[X]], contrary to 
the case for A, (see [3]). 
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